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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Poised to become one of Salt Lake City’s most coveted addresses, the Kensington
Tower will revolutionize downtown living in Salt Lake City while expanding the
Downtown skyline. At nearly 680,000 square feet and 39 floors of luxury apartments,
communal amenities and private parking, the new downtown icon will exceed
400 feet in height and capture views of the Wasatch Mountains, the Great Salt
Lake and Downtown skyline. The preliminary program includes approximately 380
units composed of studios, one and two-bedroom apartments, which then will be
crowned with two levels of exclusive penthouse units. The residential program will
be complemented with over 40,000 square feet of communal amenities on three
different floors that will create a unique vertical urban community.
The first amenity level is located atop of the six-level parking structure and includes
an outdoor urban park adjacent to a generous club house with hosting facilities
overlooking Galivan Center. A full-service fitness center will overlook the State Street
corner while the remainder of this level will contain guesthouses for tenants’ out of
town visitors. A work lounge with conference rooms, high-speed internet and audiovisual equipment will be located on the mezzanine level above, giving the tenants the
choice to work and facilitate meetings from home. A rooftop pool adjacent to a spa
and wellness center, featuring private lockers and treatment rooms, will be located on
Level 22. The penthouse residents will have access to an exclusive sky lounge located
on level 39. The amenity program will be topped off with a 4,000 square foot roof
terrace with panoramic views of the Salt Lake valley and Wasatch Front.

all public and communal areas. The project will seek LEED Gold Certification for the
design and construction phases and explore WELL Building standards to enhance the
health and well-being of its residents.
The high-rise is anticipated to be a post tensioned concrete structure with a single
lateral force resisting system. The single lateral system constructed of multiple
concrete cores will pursue a performance-based design that will improve the life
safety of the building occupants while minimizing building damage in a seismic event.
The exterior cladding will be a combination of a glass curtain systems framed with
stone and GFRC panels. The south facing façades will be clad with a floor to ceiling
glass wall to capture breathtaking views of the Salt Lake Valley and the Wasatch Front.
The remainder of the façade will be clad in a variation of stone and GFRC panels
with deeply recessed windows that will create a residential character and reduce
the perceived scale of the building. The high-rise will be topped with a unique open
rooftop expression that will be distinct on the downtown skyline.

The extensive amenity program will be complemented with an unparalleled service
support that will include a 24-hour concierge, package delivery, dry cleaning services,
pet spa and other services that will make the urban living experience convenient and
uniquely luxurious. Kensington Tower will set the stage for a live / work / play concept
and will rival other major metropolitan areas across the country, helping Salt Lake City
recruit new professional talent and attract top companies to Utah. Upon completion,
Kensington Tower will greatly enhance commercial and economic development within
the civic core, as well as the broader Salt Lake region.
In addition to creating an exclusive, urban community and a contemporary lifestyle,
the Kensington Tower will be an exemplar steward of the environment. The project will
seek to minimize its carbon footprint through responsible design, construction and
operations and address sensitive environmental issues specific to our region such as
air quality. Kensington Tower will promote alternative forms of transportation such as
electric vehicle and bicycle share programs while providing code required parking in
a six- story, above grade parking structure. The project will explore the feasibility of
photovoltaic vertical fins with the goal to produce enough solar energy for lighting in
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A. ZONING AND MASTERPLAN COMPATIBLITY
The project is located in the D-1 Central Business District zoned for commercial and
economic development with a broad range of uses including high-density housing.
The district purpose statement encourages intense developments with large buildings
and high lot coverage with a strong emphasis on street activation, pedestrian activity
and safe and attractive streetscape to preserve the urban nature of the downtown
area.
The Downtown Plan designates the Salt Lake downtown as the premier center for
sustainable urban living, commerce, and cultural life with a variety of housing options
to meet the diverse needs of the region, improve downtown livability and attract and
retain skilled workers. The master plan envisions the Central Business District as a
growing residential community for those seeking the ultimate urban experience within
a walking distance from the financial district, Main Street shopping and Downtown
Art’s District.

In order to meet high-density and complex programmatic requirements on a
constrained site and modulate the building massing to relate to its context, the
project is seeking additional building height for the high-rise tower and building
height reduction for the low-rise parking structure. The project is seeking increased
yard requirements on the ground level for service and parking entrances and outdoor
seating. In addition to the general compliance with the zoning code and adopted
master plan intent described in this section, the project will demonstrate compliance
with all applicable standards required for design review in accordance with the Zoning
Ordinance 21.A.59.050.

Kensington Tower will provide a very high density, luxury rental product in the heart
of Salt Lake City downtown and the Central Business District that currently does not
exist in our market. Additionally, the project will embrace best practices for urban
residential development by providing extensive outdoor amenities and services that
will make the downtown living very convenient. The communal amenities will create
a strong sense of community and identity with a strong relationship to the adjacent
streets. The unique housing options, amenities and services offered will improve
downtown livability and attract new professional talent, which in turn will foster
economic and commercial development in accordance with the district’s purpose
statement.
The project will comply with the D-1 general regulations including allowable uses, lot
sizes, parking restrictions and location of services, and will be subject to D-1 block
corners and Main Street retail core regulations. The project will replace an existing fast
food restaurant and a surface parking lot with a high-rise tower and full-lot coverage
that will prominently address the major street corner, meeting the intent of the D-1
Special Controls over block corners and corner buildings.
Kensington Tower will expand the high-rise core identified in the Downtown Plan
and add a missing corner piece at one of the major downtown intersections. The
massing of the building will reinforce the existing downtown pyramidal urban form
in the Central Building District while transitioning the building massing and height to
its immediate context. The high-rise portion of the building along State Street will
reinforce the street edge and one of the major view corridors to the State Capitol.
Lastly, the building will expand and refine the downtown skyline with a distinct rooftop
expression.
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B. DEVELOPMENT ORIENTATION
The project will take advantage of its prominent corner location and curb appeal by
placing active ground level uses along State Street and 200 South. The programming
of the ground level with a two-story lobby and commercial retail with a high level of
transparency, will activate both street frontages, improve streetscape and enhance
pedestrian activity and safety. In addition to the street level, Kensington Tower’s
communal balconies and amenities will have a direct connection to the street and
will elevate street activity to the low-rise, mid-rise and high-rise levels enhancing the
urban nature of the downtown and its skyline.

The service and parking entrances will be located at the far north and west end
awayfrom the street corner in accordance with the zoning regulations. Both entrances
will be secured and concealed with overhead coiling doors keeping the service and
parking functions out of public sight. The parking portion of the building will be
elevated above the street, behind the high-rise massing and stretch from 200 South
to the north. The parking façade on 200 South will be integrated into the low-rise
façade to conceal parked vehicles, internal circulation and vehicle lighting onto the
adjacent properties.
The building envelope on the upper levels will follow the property lines along both
streets very closely while the ground level façade will be strategically set back to
conceal service and parking entrances, increase pedestrian safety and provide
outdoor seating for the street retail.

SERVICE AREA

TENANT PARKING OFF
200 SOUTH

The primary building entrance will be located at the building corner to highlight its
presence, while the two-story lobby will extend along State Street. A lobby lounge
and a street retail will wrap the corner to continue pedestrian activity on 200 South.
The pedestrian interest and interaction along 200 South will be further enhanced by
the outdoor retail seating with the direct visual connection to the street and Galivan
Plaza. The strong street presence and activity will create a pedestrian and retail
connection along 200 South that will encourage pedestrian flow from State Street to
Main Street and recently completed Block 70 cultural core and retail on Regent Street.
Once the adjacent Regent Street Hotel site is developed, there will be a potential for a
continuous street retail frontage from State Street all the way to City Creek.

LOADING DOCK OFF
STATE ST.

LOBBY

RETAIL

OUTDOOR SEATING
MAIN
ENTRANCE
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C. STREET FACADE
In addition to active ground level uses described in the previous section, the massing
of the building base and street façade will be articulated to relate to human scale
while facilitating pedestrian interest and interaction. The entire lobby, including the
mail room, will feature two-story floor to ceiling glass framed by stone columns. This
will create a storefront rhythm and scale at the ground level and reduce the perceived
length of the building in the north south direction. The storefront articulation with a
stone signage band, stone base and two-story windows will continue along the lobby
lounge and retail along 200 South. The corner building entrance will be announced
with a cantilevered canopy that will extend over the sidewalk. The street façade along
200 South will be set back for outdoor seating, providing a continuous street canopy
and shelter for pedestrians on rainy and snowy days.
The street level activation will extend vertically up the height of the building base. The
base façade will be articulated with two story high windows to reduce its apparent
height and transition the building to the street level and human scale. A bronze metal
band will extend along the State Street and 200 South facades through the two-story
windows concealing the edge of structural floor while tying the base horizontally. A
glass corner will provide lower level units uninterrupted views of State Street, further
activating the street corner.
The base will be topped with the first amenity level and a continuous terrace that
will connect to the indoor amenities with fully operable walls. The full-service fitness
center will wrap the street corner with the operable glass wall to the outdoor terrace
that will be used to expand the fitness footprint and classes in the summer months.
The amenity level and the terrace will continue along 200 South over the parking
structure with direct connection to the club house and hosting facilities. In addition
to facilitating indoor/outdoor events in the club house, the terrace will overlook the
Gallivan Center providing premium seating for its summer events. This will allow
tenants to fully connect to the urban context while contributing to the street and
corner activation.
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D. BUILDING MASSING
While the massing of the building is largely influenced by its constrained site and
program, the siting of the building and its vertical modulation are a direct response
to its urban context. The deliberate placement of the high-rise tower addresses the
prominent street corner while moving the tallest portion of the building away from the
lower existing and future context. The mid-rise portion of the building relates to the
anticipated scale of the future development to the west while the seven-story low-rise
transitions the building scale to the existing buildings to the northwest and the street
level.

further articulated and refined with Juliette balconies, metal panel belt and horizontal
and vertical emphases to relate to its surrounding context.

In addition to the placement of the basic massing elements with distinct heights that
relate to their immediate neighbors, the vertical massing of the building is further
modulated by communal terraces and amenities. Aside from evoking a sense of
urban community and elevating the street level activation, the communal amenities
create horizontal reveals in the building massing that relate to the height of the
surrounding low-rise, mid-rise and high-rise context as demonstrated on the diagrams
and street perspectives.
The seven-story low-rise sits on top of the glassy base and is articulated by two-story
windows to reduce its perceived height while relating to the street level and human
scale. The multi-story windows are framed by vertical and horizontal stone panels
which continue onto the adjacent parking structure to screen parked vehicles and
internal circulation. The low-rise is topped by the first amenity level that creates a
horizontal reveal in the building massing while clearly defining the low-rise terminus.
The mid-rise massing rises above the lowest amenity level on the south-west portion
of the site and creates a transition between the hig-rise tower and mid-block scale.
It is largely glass articulated with vertical fins to reduce its perceived width. The midrise massing is intentionally set back relative to the adjacent high-rise tower to reduce
the overall building mass and width along 200 South. The mid-rise extends to the
next amenity level with a pool deck and wellness center terraces that create the next
horizontal reveal carried through the high-rise tower to visually reduce its height.
The high-rise massing extends along State Street and is broken down vertically by
the glass curtain wall that emerges out of the stone façade to modulate tower’s
perceived length in the north south direction. While the south glass façade is
articulated with vertical glass fins that relate to the adjacent mid-rise façade, the east
and west façades are modulated with deeply recessed multi-story windows. The
varying window proportions help reduce the perceived tower’s height and width while
evoking residential character. In addition, the window proportions and solid-to void
ratio echo the facades of the surrounding historic buildings relating to the overall
neighborhood character. The vertical and horizontal proportions of the tower are
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E. BUILDING HEIGHT
High-density and full lot coverage requirements combined with the complex project
program and massing that relates to the scale of its diverse context, requires the
building height increase for the maximum allowable height and building height
reduction for the minimum allowable height for corner buildings. The high-rise tower
is seeking a building increase from 375’-0” to 412’-00” feet plus additional 36’-0” for
the high-speed elevator overrun and mechanical penthouse equipment. The low-rise
portion of the building, located behind the high-rise and mid-rise building, is seeking
a building height reduction from 100’-0” to 83’-0”. The building height modifications
will allow the project to better relate to its immediate context and human scale while
making a distinct expression on the city skyline.
As described in the previous section, the basic building massing will be divided in
three elements with distinct building heights that will define the building base, midrise and high-rise. The siting of the three elements will follow the existing development
pattern by placing the tallest portion of the building along State Street while reducing
the height and scale of the mid and low-rise portions to be compatible with the
existing and future mid-block development. The building massing and modulation will
minimize shadow impact on the surrounding context as demonstrated on the shadow
studies.
The horizontal modulation of the individual building sections created by communal
terraces and outdoor amenities, will further reduce the vertical height of the building
and improve relationship to the surrounding context while providing wind breaks
above the street level. The façade articulation, described in the previous section, will
reduce the perceived height and width of the building to help it relate to the existing
context and human scale.
Each section of the building will have clearly defined rooflines with occupied and
activated rooftops. The northwest portion of the low-rise is covered with an urban
park that will provide a more compelling roof landscape, reduced solar heat gain, and
reduced stormwater runoff. The mid-rise roof is occupied by an outdoor pool and
terrace with a floating canopy reinforcing the mid-rise terminus. The tower massing
is be topped with a clearly distinguished yet integrated rooftop expression with a
series of floating rooflines and void volumes that soften the tower massing on the city
skyline while concealing the elevator overruns and the mechanical penthouse.
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F. PARKING, ON-SITE CIRCULATION AND SERVICE AREAS
As noted in section B, the service and parking entrances will be located at the far
north and west end, away from the street corner in accordance with the zoning
regulations. The service entrance will be utilized for the moving trucks and garbage
pick-up while the garage entrance will provide access to secured tenant parking on
the upper levels. Both entrances will be secured and concealed with overhead coiling
doors keeping the service and parking functions secured and out of public sight. The
proposed entrances have been reviewed with Salt Lake City Transportation and Utah
Department of Transportation to verify their compliance with their respective safety
and regulation standards and will require deeper setbacks for pedestrian safety.

LOADING
DOCK

The service area located behind the lobby and retail will provide three different
loading and unloading areas strategically located in accordance with their use.
While the tenant loading dock will be immediately next to the service elevator at
the north elevator core, the garbage and recycling pick up will be adjacent to the
trash and recycling rooms. The third-party retail will have its own loading dock close
to its service entrance which can also be used for occasional deliveries to the main
lobby. In addition to the dedicated loading docks, the service area will provide
truck maneuvering space allowing all service circulation to be contained within the
building enclosure. As the service entrance is located on State Street and under the
jurisdiction of the Utah Department of Transportation, the team has met with UDOT to
review and confirm it compliance and required separation from the intersection.
In an effort to mitigate the impact of other daily deliveries and frequent rideshares
on the flow of traffic, the project is proposing to convert the existing metered stalls
on State Street to a short-term freight and vehicle parking. Additionally, the project
is proposing a secondary short-term parking on 200 South near the main entrance
to mitigate traffic congestion at the major intersection. The team has reviewed
the proposed parking and curb cut changes with the Salt Lake City Transportation
Department.

TENANT
PARKING

While the transformer vault is anticipated to go below grade based on our experience
with other downtown projects, the emergency generator will be in the service area
away from public sight to maximize street level activation. Majority of the mechanical
equipment will be located and screened in the mechanical penthouse that will be
integrated into the overall rooftop expression. The fresh air supply and exhaust for
residences will be collected and distributed internally which will allow the outside
air to be tempered and filtered while removing mechanical lovers from the building
exterior.
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EAST BASE SIGNAGE

SOUTH BASE SIGNAGE

G. SIGNAGE
While the final signage design will be deferred, the design review package identifies proposed
placement of major building signs at the street and rooftop level. The ground level signage will
identify the main building entrance, retail, as well as parking and service entrances that will be
integrated into the top horizontal signage band of the building base. The rooftop building sign
will be integrated into the top roof enclosure signifying the building identity on the city skyline.
All signs will be coordinated with the outdoor landscape, lighting, projections and awnings to
maximize their visibility and legibility while complying with the Salt Lake City Signage Ordinance.
The street level signage proposes three flat signs on 200 South and two flat signs on State Street
that will be well under the allowable sign area based on their respective store frontage. Additional
signage may be required by Utah Department of Transportation and Salt Lake City Transportation
for the parking and service entries. The building identification sign will be attached to the solid
wall of the rooftop enclosure and will not exceed 10’0” in height.

BUILDING SIGNAGE
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H. EXTERIOR LIGHTING
While the final lighting design will be deferred and submitted with the building permit
set, the design review package coveys the overall architectural lighting intent. The
street lighting will be provided in accordance with the Salt Lake City Lighting Master
Plan as indicated on the civil site plan. The light poles on State Street will match the
existing fixtures while light poles on 200 South will specify the Asparagus poles as
indicated in the Lighting Master Plan. The building base will be adequately illuminated
to provide pedestrian safety and comfort while maintaining the allowable lighting
levels within and beyond the property.
In concept, the exterior lighting will complement the architectural design and
highlight its massing, articulation and key features. The exterior lighting will illuminate
building’s communal amenity levels and exterior terraces that define the overall
building massing as shown on the night rendering. Additionally, the rooftop cornice
and rooflines will receive special attention to maintain building’s prominent skyline
presence at night.
The exterior lighting will be coordinated with the location of major signs and
landscape features including the outdoor swimming pool. All exterior lighting will be
designed for adjustable, low-level illumination to minimize glare, light trespassing and
night sky pollution. Lastly, the exterior lighting will maintain the overall intensity and
character of the immediate neighborhood and Salt Lake Downtown.
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J. STREETSCAPE DESIGN
The constrained site footprint and complex ground level program will minimize the
streetscape scope. Due to the size of the project and limited construction staging
area, the project anticipates removing and replacing all existing trees along State
Street and 200 South frontages in accordance with City’s urban forestry guidelines.
The sidewalk paving will also be replaced in accordance with the design standards for
D-1 Central Business District as shown on the civil site plan.
In areas where the building footprint is setback from the property line, such as the
retail outdoor seating area, the paving material will be differentiated as shown on the
architectural ground level plan. The final material selection will balance its immediate
relationship to the adjacent sidewalk paving, exterior building palette and the interior
flooring. The service and parking entrances will require more durable materials with
higher compressive strength to support vehicular and truck traffic and loads.
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K. UTILITIES DESIGN
SITE LOCATION

UTILITY SERVICES

The proposed Kensington Tower site is located at the northwest corner of the
intersection of 200 South and State Street. Currently, there are three parcels totaling
0.69 acres which make up the entirety of the site. These parcels are 16-06-151-022
(0.19 acre), 16-06-151-016 (0.45 acre) and 16-06-151-015 (0.05 acres). An existing Carl’s
Jr. restaurant and surface parking lot currently occupy the site.

The following is a summary of existing utilities adjacent to the site which currently
service the existing restaurant pad as well as the required system enhancements
necessary to accommodate the change in use.
Domestic/Fire Water: Salt Lake City’s Central Business District contains a network of
double mains on either side of their gridded street network. Currently, an existing 8”
water main runs beneath the westernmost southbound travel lane beneath State Street
on the east side of the proposed development and a 6” main runs beneath the northern
eastbound travel lane beneath 200 South Street on the south side of the project. Each
of these mains are cast iron lines that are over 100 years old. Since State Street is a
UDOT right of way, any utility line connected into the lines running beneath State Street
are required to be bored. The current design intent is to avoid connections into State
Street unless absolutely necessary. Current plans show the existing service laterals
extending off the 6” line beneath 200 South to be demolished along with a 420 lineal
foot section of 6” main from the cross at State Street to the intersection of Regent
Street on the west side of the project.
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A new 12” diameter Class 52 Ductile Iron waterline will need to be installed along the
south side of project to replace the 6” section of line that will be removed. Total length
of new 12” main line is approximately 450 lineal feet. This is a State of Utah and Salt
Lake City Public Utilities Development Code driven requirement. Any new commercial
development within the downtown districts require existing waterlines be upsized to 12”
lines. A new 6” domestic waterline lateral and compound meter and precast concrete
meter vault are planned to extend from this new section of 12” main into the building
near the southwest side of the project. Additionally, the height of the building classifies
it as a ‘super high-rise’ building. International Building Code requires two (2) fire line
laterals provide fire water from the main to the fire water storage tank and fire pump.
In order to meet this requirement, two new 8” fire line laterals will extend into the fire
riser room from the new section of 12” main and will be separated with an isolation valve
on the main line. This would allow the fire riser to be fed from the east (State Street)
and west (Regent Street) in the event one of these sections were unavailable. Backflow
prevention for both the domestic laterals and fire line laterals will occur on their
respective risers within the building.
-

VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION

-
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-
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Secondary/Irrigation Water: Individual pressurized irrigation/secondary water systems
are fed from the domestic water distribution system discussed above. Any new
irrigation points of connection will be connected to the new section of 12” main line,
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UTILITY PIPING MATERIALS
metered and run through a backflow preventor.

Utility piping materials will be specified to meet the following criteria:

Sanitary Sewer: Similar to the water lines, the sanitary sewer conveyance
lines run north to south beneath State Street and west to east beneath 200
South Street. An existing 8” vitrified clay pipe parallels the existing 6” water
line on the south side of the project. This line will not be sufficient to convey
the anticipated flows generated from the tower and will need to be removed/
replaced along the entire length of the southern property frontage. The
current plans show this existing 8” main being removed and replaced with a
new 12” DR-35 PVC line from State Street to the west boundary of the project.
Multiple points of connection to this line are anticipated from the differing
functions of the building. The first of these lines is anticipated to be a new 12”
trunk line which conveys wastewater flows from the at grade and above grade
tower levels 1-38. The second line is anticipated to be a 4” line that conveys
wastewater flows created in the below dock area and level 1 parking area.
The last of the wastewater lines is anticipated to collect both grease waste
and sanitary waste from the restaurant/retail tenant on Level 1. These flows
will be combined after being run through a grease interceptor and sampling
manhole and connect into the 12” main beneath 200 South.

Fire/Domestic Mains & Service Laterals:

Storm Water: Storm water generated from the site will consist entirely of roof
drainage, since the entire site falls beneath a roof of the building. This rain
water will be collected and discharged into an existing 21” storm drain trunk
line located in 200 South. Since the site is less than 1 acre, on-site detention
will not be required, however storm water will need to be run through a sand/
oil separator prior to discharge.

- 10” diameter pipes or smaller (roof drains) - ASTM D3034, Type PSM, SDR-35
PVC pipe (white color).

Natural Gas: An existing Dominion Energy 4” plastic natural gas line runs
beneath the 200 South sidewalk on the south side of the project and beneath
the State Street sidewalk on the east side of the project. It is anticipated the
project will be fed from this existing main line. Demand calculations will need
to the provided to Dominion Energy in order for them to analyze current
capacity and determine whether or not this project will warrant and increase
in pressure or line size.
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- 1”-2” domestic service laterals – Tyke ‘K’ Copper pipe.
- 4”-12” fire/domestic main lines – AWWA Class 52 Ductile Iron pipe. Neptune or
Census
- 6” compound meter with bypass in precast concrete vault.
Hydrants & Fittings:
- Dry barrel type with a minimum working pressure of 175 psi (1205 KPa).
Ductile iron elbows and tees with resilient wedge screw-type gate valves.
Sanitary Sewer:
- 4”-15” sewer pipe to be ASTM D3034, Type PSM, SDR-35 PVC sewer pipe
(green color).
Storm Drainage:

- 12”-15” pipes – concrete pipe, ASTM C14, Class 2
- 18” diameter pipes or larger – reinforced concrete pipe, ASTM C76, Class III
- Type I/II precast concrete inlet/junction boxes with H20 rated steel grates.

